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Abstract True three-dimensional (3D) micromixers in

fused silica are highly desirable for efficient and compact

mixing in microfluidic applications. However, realization

of such devices remains technically challenging. Here, we

report high-quality fabrication of 3D helical microchannels

in fused silica by taking the full advantage of an improved

femtosecond laser irradiation followed by chemical etching

process, and a glass-PDMS interface structure is introduced

for assembling 3D helical micromixer. Highly efficient

mixing is achieved in the helical micromixer at low Rey-

nolds numbers, whose excellent mixing performance is

approved by the experimental evaluation and computa-

tional fluid dynamics simulation.

1 Introduction

Microfluidic systems have attracted wide attention as tools

for analytical chemistry, systems for biomedical assay, and

devices for chemical and biochemical synthesis (Manz

et al. 1990; Chin et al. 2011; Blazej et al. 2006). Micro-

fluidic devices to conduct biomedical research and

clinically applications have a number of significant

advantages over conventional large-scale facilities, such as

less volume of sample consumption, increased precision

and accuracy, and faster analytical process.

As an essential component of many microfluidic sys-

tems, micro-mixing devices are used to homogenise sam-

ples or reactants. Since the development of microfluidic

systems, numerous micromixers based on kinds of mate-

rials have been reported in the literature (Mansur et al.

2008). In order to achieve mixing in microfluidic systems

quickly, efficiently and compactly, true three-dimensional

(3D) micromixers like the true-3D helical micromixers are

continuously pursued (Yasui et al. 2011; Therriault et al.

2003; Sasmito et al. 2012; Dean and Hurst 1927; Dean and

Hurst 1928; Jang and Funakoshi 2009; Verma et al. 2008;

Jani et al. 2011). Besides, as chemically inert, UV-trans-

parent and non-autofluorescent materials are highly pre-

ferred for most bio-applications, high-quality fused silica is

a kind of ideal material that is perfect for microfluidic

applications and has been widely studied, e.g., for capillary

electrophoresis (Ujiie et al. 2000) and fluorescence detec-

tion (Schulze et al. 2005).

However, technical realization of high-efficiency 3D

micromixers for fused silica based microfluidic systems

remains challenging despite massive efforts toward com-

pact true-3D structures which can achieve highly efficient

mixing (Liu et al. 2000; Kim et al. 2005; Vijayendran et al.

2003; Liao et al. 2012). For example, the reported micro-

mixers with 3D helical microchannels are mainly at the

order of millimeter using twisted pipes of polymer mate-

rials (Verma et al. 2008; Jani et al. 2011). Sayah et al.

(2010) have present 3D mixers on glass substrates using

oblique powder blasting, but this method can only provide

limited-3D structures on the surface of glass substrates.

Traditional micro-fabrication of fused silica microchips
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often involves a planar photolithographic process which

has limitations to provide 3D microstructures.

Recently, the femtosecond (fs) laser micromachining

methods have been used to fabricate 3D microchannels in

fused silica, including water-assisted femtosecond laser

ablation (Li et al. 2011) and femtosecond laser irradiation

followed by chemical etching (FLICE) (Marcinkevicius

et al. 2001). However, the microchannel length by water-

assisted femtosecond laser ablation depends on whether the

debris can be removed completely from the microchannel

during the fabricating process, which is limited by the

aspect ratio of the microchannel. The FLICE technology is

generally used to provide microchannels in fused silica of a

few millimeters for the limited etch ratio between the areas

with and without irradiation by fs laser.

To acquire highly efficient micromixers for fused silica

based microfluidic systems, the FLICE technology was

investigated in this work to fabricated true-3D helical mi-

crochannels embedded in bulk fused silica. Typically, the

scale of microstructures by FLICE technology is confined

by the limited etching selectivity, and the fabricated

channels are strongly tapered that a conical geometry in the

microchannel of millimeters is unavoidable. Here, these

problems were addressed by means of writing complex 3D

microstructures with extra accesses and laser power com-

pensation, and true-3D helical microchannels of nearly

arbitrary length were fabricated in fused silica.

In this paper, a micromixer with true-3D helical mi-

crochannel was provided to achieve high-efficiency mixing

in microfluidic systems based on fused silica substrates.

The FLICE technology was applied to the fabrication of the

true-3D helical micromixer, with novel methods of writing

complex 3D microstructures with extra accesses and laser

power compensation. Meanwhile, a glass-PDMS packag-

ing method was employed to achieve the connection

between the micromixer and external liquid feed system.

Fast mixing was achieved by the micromixer in an extre-

mely short length at low Reynolds number (Re) in the

evaluation experiment and investigated by the numerically

simulations.

2 Methods development

2.1 Structure design and fabrication

The selective etching of materials after fs laser irradiations

was utilised to fabricate 3D microstructures inside fused

silica. By writing the programmed pattern in fused silica

with fs laser pulses followed by the diluted hydrofluoric

(HF) acid etching, 3D helical microchannels and other

microstructures were fabricated, as shown in Fig. 1a.

The fs laser micromachining system to fabricate the

micromixer involves a fs laser source (wavelength:

800 nm, pulse duration: 50 fs, repetition rate: 1 kHz), a

microscope objective, a programmable three-axis stage, a

CCD camera and a laser beam control system.

The 3D helical micromixer was composed of a Y-junc-

tion construction with two symmetrical inlets, a helical

microchannel and an outlet, as shown in Fig. 1c. Two

Fig. 1 Schematic illustrations of a the principle of FLICE technology, b the finished helical micromixer and c construction and fabricating

processes of the helical micromixer
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streams of solution were piped into the 3D helical micro-

channel through the inlets and outflowed through the outlet.

The helical micromixer was fabricated embedded in the

fused silica substrate (10 9 10 9 1.2 mm3). The chemical

etching process was carried out in HF solution assisted by

the ultrasonic bath after fs laser irradiation. The processing

parameters were kept constant as indicated in Table 1.

To enhance the processing capability of FLICE tech-

nology, an extra access structure was employed. As illus-

trated in Fig. 1a, an extra access was designed at every coil

of the helical microchannel and the straight microchannel

analogically. The extra accesses were designed as extra

entrances for the etching solution during the etching pro-

cess. This method actually divides the fabrication of bulk

microfluidic chips by FLICE technology into several

smaller parts, and makes the fabrication of large-scale

microfluidic chips in fused silica available.

A fabricating strategy of tuning laser power by a com-

puter-controlled attenuator during the laser irradiation

process was used to improve the microchannel geometry

quality. According to our previous study (Liu et al. 2010),

an increase of the diameter of microchannels with the

increasing laser power was verified. To achieve micro-

channels of uniform geometry, fs laser of lower power was

utilised scanning near the entrances and extra accesses than

in the middle of two adjacent entrances or extra accesses,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. The laser power was modified lin-

early from 1 mW at the entrances to 11 mW in the middle

of two adjacent entrances along the helical microchannel.

As the external diameter of industrial pipes reaches

millimeter, the commonly used pipe-microchip or pipe-

PDMS-glass assembly methods are disabled to assemble

the fabricated chips with an assembling size in sub-milli-

meter. Here, a glass-PDMS interface design was used to

accomplish the micromixer by which direct observation

through glass could be achieved. The microfluidic system

was equipped with a fabricated fused silica chip and a

cover of PDMS substrate. Hollow hole-punchers were used

to drill holes in the PDMS blocks to fit the steel tubes. The

schematic illustrations of the construction and fabricating

processes of the micromixer are showed in Fig. 1c. The

fabricated helical micromixer is shown in Fig. 1b.

2.2 Experimental mixing evaluation setup

The reaction of phenolphthalein and oxyhydrogen sodium

(NaOH) was used to characterize the mixing. As a pH

indicator, phenolphthalein changes colour from transparent

to red when the pH is[8. Mixing results were evaluated by

observing the colour intensity being varying along the

micromixer. Two different flows were injected into the

micromixer through two symmetrical inlets respectively:

one stream contained a 0.05 mol l-1 phenolphthalein

solution and the other contained a 0.5 mol l-1 NaOH

solution. The volumetric flow rate was controlled using a

syringe pump. Finally, the colour intensity was obtained

from the captured images, pixel by pixel. The intensity of

each pixel was normalized. The normalized value corre-

sponds to the degree of mixing for each pixel, 0 for

‘unmixed’ and 1 for ‘fully mixed’. The mixing index r was

calculated as

Ini ¼ 1� Ii � Imix

Iunmix � Imix

ð1Þ

r ¼ 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

N

X

N

i¼1

ð1� IniÞ2
v

u

u

t ð2Þ

where Ini is the normalized pixel intensity,Ii the pixel

intensity, Iunmix the intensity at the unmixed region, Imix the

intensity at the fully mixed region and N the number of

pixels.

Table 1 Processing parameters of FLICE

Experimental parameters Value

Scanning speed 10 lm s-1

Laser polarization Circular polarization

Concentration of HF solution 10 %

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the laser power compensation

method
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2.3 CFD modelling and simulation

The micromixer designs were modelled and simulated

using the ANSYS CFD-fluent software, and the species

transport model was used. All simulations were performed

in steady state for 3D mode. Controlling equations for the

CFD simulation are shown in the supplementary material.

The 3D flow was modelled with the dimension of each

meshing cell less than 2.5 lm. Two streams of liquid with

the same properties were introduced into the micromixer.

The physical properties of the liquid were set the same as

water and permanent, as mentioned in Table 2. Compari-

son of the mixing performance was carried out between the

3D helical microchannel and the straight microchannel. A

3D helical micromixer (with channel internal diameter

30 lm, external diameter 100 lm and helical pitch 70 lm)

and a micromixer of straight microchannel (with channel

internal diameter 30 lm) were investigated and compared

in the CFD analyses. In this study, the Re is defined as

Re ¼ qvDh

l
ð3Þ

where v denotes the fluid velocity, q the density, l the

viscosity and Dh the hydraulic diameter of the inlet

microchannels.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Fabrication of the micromixer

To improve the processing capability of FLICE technology

and the microchannel uniformity, methods of writing com-

plex 3D microstructures with extra accesses and laser power

compensation were employed during the fabricating pro-

cess. 3D helical microchannels with an extra access at every

coil were fabricated embedded in fused silica. The extra

accesses served as the additional entrance for etching

solution and enhance the etching efficiency after fs laser

irradiation. By applying different laser power at different

spots of the designed pattern during laser irradiation process,

the microchannel uniformity was improved and the tapered

geometry was reformed. Thus, microchannels of almost

optional length and configurations could be achieved. The

comparison of the fabricating methods involved is available

in the supplementary material.

A helical micromixer inside fused silica (about 120 lm

below the surface of the chip) is illustrated in Fig. 3a–d.

Figure 3a presents the helical micromixer of 30 coils (with

channel internal diameter 30 lm, external diameter

100 lm, helical pitch 70 lm and upriver straight micro-

channel 200 lm). Figure 3b shows the extra accesses (about

120 lm long). Fine features of the construction and surface

geometry were observed from the detailed images of the

helical microchannel (Fig. 3c) and the Y-junction (Fig. 3d);

straight and helical microchannels of uniform sections were

achieved.

Three-dimensional helical microchannels with different

geometry parameters (channel internal diameter, external

diameter, channel length, helical pitch included) were also

fabricated by the FLICE technology, as shown in Fig. 4a–

d. Because of its processing flexibility, the FLICE tech-

nology can be used to provide more complex and effective

micromixers and other components for microfluidic

systems.

By covering the fabricated fused silica chip with the

PDMS substrate, the glass-PDMS micromixer was built

compactly. The extra accesses at the ends of the inlets/

outlets could be also used as the ducts connected to the

external liquid feed system. The extra accesses were sealed

by the PDMS without extra operations. It provides an easy

way to assemble microfluidic chips with an overall size in a

few millimeters or less if needed. And observation of the

biochemical processes in the micromixer can be carried out

directly through the fused silica.

3.2 Experimental mixing performance

The colour reaction of phenolphthalein and NaOH was

utilised to indicate the extent of mixing along the helical

micromixer and testify the mixing performance. The

two kinds of solution were piped into the helical microm-

ixer (with channel internal diameter 30 lm, external

diameter 100 lm, helical pitch 70 lm and upriver straight

microchannel 200 lm). The volumetric velocity of each

solution (0.1 ml h-1) was controlled using a syringe

pump.

Figure 5 shows the experimental mixing of the helical

micromixer. Mixing of the solution is very slow in the

upriver straight microchannel. A sharp increase of mixing

occurs at the joint of the helical microchannel and the

straight microchannel where the chaotic flow is supposed

to arise, as shown in Fig. 5a. From the mixing index r of

the normalized pixel intensity Ini, as illustrated in Fig. 5b,

fully mixing can be verified in 200 lm along the helical

micromixer. The experimental performance shows that

fully mixing can be achieved in the helical micromixer fast

and highly efficiently.

Table 2 Properties of the fluid

Density

(kg m-3)

Viscosity

(kg m-1 s-1)

Molecular

weight

(mol-1)

Diffusivity

(m2 s-1)

998.2 0.00103 18.0152 1.5 9 10-9
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3.3 CFD simulation results

An index of mass fraction was employed to evaluate the

mixing performances. The mass fraction indicates the

mixing of the flow particles of different fluids. As two

streams of liquid of the same properties are introduced into

the micromixer at the same volumetric velocity, the mass

fraction at each node of the mesh cell will reach 50 %

when the mixing is completely finished.

Mixing was enhanced in the helical microchannel

compared to the performance of the straight microchannel,

according to the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

analyses at various Reynolds numbers, as shown in Figs. 6,

7. Complex geometry of the 3D helical microchannel could

promote the agitation performance due to the twisted flow

and chaotic advection in the micromixer. Figure 6 shows

the fully mixing length for each micromixer and the actual

mixing length of the helical microchannel at different Re.

Completely mixing is achieved within less microchannel

length for the helical micromixer than that of the straight

microchannel for Re [ 1. For Re \ 1, the actual mixing

length of the helical micromixer is almost the same as the

straight microchannel. In this case, the laminar flow and

diffusing effect play a leading role in the mixing process.

As the volumetric velocity increases, influence of the

centrifugal forces contributes increasingly to the mixing of

fluids in the helical micromixer, as illustrated from the

pathlines of fluidic particles and the velocity vectors in

flow sections in the Fig. 7a, b.

Besides its positive influence of centrifugal force on

micro-mixing, the complex space geometry of the 3D

helical microchannel can also extend the actual diffusion

length for it compresses microchannel of large length into

much tiny space. Compact space layout and short mixing

length will be achieved by the distribution of the micro-

structures in 3D space. In this way, micromixers of more

Fig. 3 Images of a the

fabricated helical micromixer,

b the extra accesses at the

helical microchannel, c the

Y-junction and d the 3D helical

microchannel
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complex space geometry can achieve better mixing at a

certain length. Thus, the narrower internal diameter of

microchannel and smaller helical pitch are suggested to

geometry design of the 3D helical micromixer. At the same

time, this geometry design principle will enhance the

centrifugal force effect, as has been discussed by Jani et al.

(2011) and Verma et al. (2008).

Fig. 4 Image of the fabricated helical microchannels with different geometry parameters

Fig. 5 Experimental mixing performance of the helical micromixer:

graphics of a the mixing index r and b the microscopy image of the

mixing experiment at Re & 2.25

Fig. 6 Mixing lengths of simulation for straight microchannel,

helical micromixer and actual mixing length of the helical micro-

channel at different Re
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4 Conclusions

A true-3D helical micromixer for fused silica based

microfluidic systems, with excellent mixing performance,

was proposed in this work by a flexible method. Micro-

structures of arbitrary length and optional complexity could

be fabricated in fused silica by the FLICE technology, by

introducing extra accesses into the geometry design and

employing a laser power compensation technique. Fast

prototyping of true-3D microfluidic systems with the

characters of high-efficiency, easy-to-observation and

enhanced-flexibility can be obtained by combing a glass-

PDMS interface design for assembling operation with the

FLICE technology. Furthermore, side effects of the extra

access structure on microfluidic systems’ performance can

be eliminated by post-treatments, such as filling the extra

access with polymeric materials. Particularly, the flexible

fabrication of microstructures embedded in fused silica will

promote the application of biochemical detection, e.g.,

fluorescence assay, into microfluidic chips.
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